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Using the atomic force microscope (AFM), surface-forces measurements are made in water between
chemically modified AFM probes and model membranes created by Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) deposition.
A series of four different lipid monolayers with varying headgroups and monolayer properties were
transferred onto monolayers on mica for analysis. Using a hydrophilic probe, the bilayers are elastically
deformed at low load and punctured at a repeatable, material-dependent breakthrough force. Using
hydrophobic probes, the bilayers are punctured on contact, at loads near zero, in all cases. This effect is
also manifest when imaging mixed LB monolayers, which show a large topography contrast at low load
when using hydrophilic tips but none when using hydrophobic tips. These results provide evidence that
the forces required to deform lipid bilayers are dramatically changed in the vicinity of nonpolar surfaces,
which is central to the understanding of membrane fusion processes and the function of membrane-
associated proteins.

Introduction

Of central importance to the barrier function of biological
membranes is their ability to selectively resist and
encourage strong membrane-membrane adhesion and
fusion. In addition to electrostatic forces, several strong
repulsions which become significant at separations of 3
nm or less have been identified which act to prevent the
coalescence of lipid membranes.1-3 These include a
“hydration force”1 required to remove waters of hydration
from lipid headgroups, entropically derived steric forces
arising from the suppression of membrane fluctuational
modes on their mutual approach (“undulation forces”,
“peristaltic forces”, and “protrusion forces”),2 and me-
chanical forces arising from the rearrangement of over-
lapping lipid headgroups and the eventual deformation
of the membrane lipids themselves. Potentially, all these
contributions to the membrane-membrane interaction
free energy have a similar strength and range of operation,
which has greatly complicated assigning their significance
in particular systems.2 Often, the collective action of these
short-range repulsions has been called a “steric/hydration
force” to reflect this ambiguity.

Of course, for proper cell function membrane-mem-
brane fusion must be induced under some conditions.
Fusion has been induced in model bilayer systems by
mechanically stressing the bilayers, creating an osmotic
gradient across them, or by adding certain fusogenic
agents.4,5 Exposure of the lipid membrane to hydrophobic

surfaces is a key event in each case. It is believed that
mechanical, thermal, or osmotic stressing of bilayers
exposes the hydrophobic interior of the bilayers somewhat
to interact with approaching bilayers. The fusogenic
capacity of calcium has been traced to its ability to induce
phase separation in model membranes, exposing hydro-
phobic surface at phase boundaries.6 Fusion proteins, such
as those employed by viruses, aggregate in the vicinity of
membranes and generally have significant hydrophobic
segments.5

Because the steric/hydration barriers to membrane
fusion are so formidable, it has been proposed that
nonmembrane intermediates are formed prior to the fusion
event, so that weakly repulsive or even attractive forces
are felt between these intermediates and the repulsive
forces are bypassed.7 The “stalk” hypothesis contends that
the random exposure of hydrophobic segments is a
precursor to fusion.8 The formation of membrane pores
prior to membrane fusion has been extensively docu-
mented in living systems.9 Certain “nonbilayer lipids” with
high degrees of spontaneous curvature can facilitate
membrane fusion by helping to stabilize these intermedi-
ates.10 Cleavage of the membrane phospholipids by
phospholipase C also encourages fusion by the creation of
such lipids.8 A dramatic change in the force required to
deform the membrane must be achieved so that thermal
fluctuations are sufficient for their formation. However,
a direct measurement of the effect of surface chemistry
on the forces required to deform membranes has not been
made.

To better understand the molecular mechanisms un-
derlying membrane-membrane interactions, experimen-
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tal work has focused on obtaining distance-resolved
intermembrane interaction force data in the form of force
curves. The osmotic stress (OS) device, which makes
measurements between lipid bilayers in oriented lamellae,
has emerged as a powerful technique with high distance
and force resolution,11 making measurements between
free bilayers with all membrane fluctuation modes avail-
able.12 However, the limited force range of the OS device
has made fusion measurements difficult.

The surface-force apparatus (SFA) makes micronewton
force and absolute, angstrom-level separation distance
measurements between lipid bilayers supported on rigid
mica substrates.13 SFA measurements between densely
packed bilayers show strong steric-hydration forces at
short range, with no fusion or strong adhesion even after
high degrees of loading. Similar measurements made
between depleted bilayers show a long-range attraction
between the bilayers followed by a fusion event at high
loads.7,14-16 The attractive forces became more long-ranged
and the adhesions stronger as the bilayers were depleted
further, leading the authors to ascribe the increased
propensity for depleted bilayers to fuse to hydrophobic
interactions between exposed lipid tails on each surface.
Additionally, bilayers which were phase-separated by the
addition of calcium could be made to fuse, presumably
due to the exposure of hydrophobic tails at phase
boundaries.6 Because each of these surfaces is chemically
inhomogeneous over the large measurement area of the
SFA, some uncertainty remains regarding the relationship
between hydrophobicity and fusion mechanisms.

The atomic force microscope (AFM) is an experimentally
convenientplatform for thesemeasurements as thecontact
area is extremely small (0.01-0.1 µm2), and gold-coated
probes and samples are readily modified by highly stable
alkanethiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs).17 Used
primarily as a surface imaging tool, the AFM has
sensitively measured compositionally dependent surface
forces,18 including intersurface van der Waals,19 electro-
static,20,21 and hydrophobic22,23 forces on model surfaces
and as a probe of lipid bilayers.24-30 The fine feature of the
pyramidal AFM tip gives this technique superior lateral

resolution, allowing for comparison of force data across
functional domains. While the AFM makes no absolute
measurement of probe-sample separation distance, we
have shown that moderately stiff cantilevers (k ∼ 0.5 N/m)
indent Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) bilayers on mica to a
constant ultimate depth at high loads, regardless of the
composition of the outer monolayer. This provides a
reference position to compare multiple force curves.

In this work, we use the AFM to investigate changes
in probe chemistry on asymmetric force and adhesion
measurements between alkanethiol-SAM-modified tips
and LB bilayers. Four films are probed, composed of 18-
carbon dialkyl lipids with slightly different monolayer
properties and states of headgroup hydration (Figure 1).
DSPE (distearoylphosphatidylethanolamine) and DOPE
(dioleoylphosphatidylethanolamine) each have a small,
poorly hydrated headgroup,31 and we expect the sugar
headgroups of MGDG (monogalactosyldiglyceride) and
DGDG (digalactosyldiglyceride) to have much higher
degrees of hydration. The DSPE, MGDG, and DGDG
monolayersarereadily compressed to the liquid-condensed
phase (LC), while the DOPE monolayers cannot be
compressed beyond the liquid-expanded phase (LE) prior
to collapse. The monolayers are deposited onto a monolayer
of DSPE on mica, leading to the probe-sample interaction
scheme shown in Figure 2.

Apart from the fact that these headgroups represent
major constituents of biological membranes, studying this
series of molecules allows us to test the effects of changing
headgroup hydration state and monolayer phase on the
force curves and adhesion measurements. To our knowl-
edge, these are the first AFM measurements made
between supported lipid bilayers and hydrophobic probes
in water.

Experimental Methods

High-purity DSPE, MGDG, DGDG, and DOPE were purchased
from Matreya, Inc. (Pleasant Gap, PA), and used as received.
Solutions (0.5 mg/mL) of each lipid were prepared in high-
performance liquid chromatography grade chloroform, and
equimolar mixtures of lipids were prepared from these stock
solutionsasnecessary.Solutionswerestoredat roomtemperature
and discarded after 1 month. LB films were deposited onto freshly
cleaved mica using a thermostated, computer-controlled LB
trough (KSV 5000, KSV Instruments, Helsinki, Finland) which
monitors surface pressure (Π) using a Wilhelmy plate. The LB
trough was cleaned with a dichromate/sulfuric acid cleaning
solution, rinsedthoroughlywithMilli-Q-purifiedwater (Millipore,
Bedford, MA), and refilled prior to use. Coupons (1 cm2) of mica
were submerged in the water subphase, and 200 µL of the DSPE
solution was added dropwise to the water surface. After 5 min,
the film was compressed to Π ) 25 mN/m and deposited on the
upstroke (5 mm/min). The trough was emptied, rinsed, and
refilled with Milli-Q water, and the monolayer of interest was
deposited at Π ) 25 mN/m and Π ) 5 mm/min on the downstroke.
The bilayer-covered mica coupons were transferred under water
to clean beakers.

Oxide-sharpened, pyramidal AFM probes of silicon oxynitride,
featuring cantilevers with spring constants (k) ranging from 0.03
to 0.5 N/m, were purchased from Thermomicroscopes (Sunnyvale,
CA). Chips were coated in a high-vacuum electron beam thermal
evaporator (CVC Products, Inc., Rochester, NY) with 4 nm of
chromium and 60 nm of gold, as described previously.32 Chips
were functionalizedwithhydrophilicandhydrophobicmonolayers
by ozone cleaning (Jetlight, Irvine, CA) followed by immersion
in a ∼10 µM ethanolic solution of either mercaptohexadecanol
or mercaptohexadecane (courtesy of David Allara) for several
hours. The SAMs were periodically characterized by coincubating
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a gold-coated silicon wafer in the same solution as the AFM
cantilever chips. The resulting SAMs had wetting properties and
changes in ellipsometric parameters similar to literature values.33

Gold surfaces modified with mercaptohexadecanol (“-OH”) had
very low contact angles (∼5°), and those modified with mer-
captohexadecane (“-CH3”) had high contact angles (∼110°). Each
chip was rinsed in pure ethanol and water and mounted in a
piranha-cleaned fluid cell (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara,
CA) prior to use. To minimize entrapped air bubbles during
measurements with hydrophobic tips, the fluid-cell ports were
sealed off and the center of the cell was purged with pure water
until no bubbles were visible.

Atomic force microscopy images and force measurements were
carried out at 25 ( 5 °C using a Multimode Nanoscope IIIa (Digital
Instruments, Inc.) with a sample-approach and scanning con-
figuration. A solvent-cleaned, Teflon-coated Viton O-ring (Preci-
sion Associates, Minneapolis, MN) was placed onto the mica
substrates still immersed in their beakers. Using cleaned
stainless steel tweezers, the mica and O-ring were lifted from
the beakers and placed onto the AFM scanner capped with a
stainless steel sample holder and adhesive (Ted Pella, Redding,
CA). The fluid cell was mounted onto the AFM optical-lever “head”
and carefully lowered onto the O-ring, sealing it between the cell
and substrate. After a wait of an hour for thermal and mechanical
equilibration, AFM images were acquired to verify the composi-
tion and cleanliness of the surfaces. No changes in the images
or force data were observed up to 14 h after deposition, obviating
bilayer depletion effects over the time course of this experiment.
A 16 × 16 array of force curves, each with 512 data points, was

acquired over a 1 µm2 region that was not previously contacted.
A triggering mechanism was employed to initiate retraction after
a desired level of loading. Relatively stiff cantilevers (k > 0.3
N/m) were used to minimize cantilever buckling and torsion
throughout the measurement of high-load force curves.34

After measurements, each microfabricated tip and cantilever
was characterized. The radii of curvature (R) were obtained by
imaging a SrTiO3 crystal having nanofine sawtooth features with
the tip in question.35 Spring constants (k) were measured by
spectral analysis of the detector signal as the cantilever vibrated
freely in air, balancing thermal energy with the restoring force
of the spring.36 For springs stiffer than k ) 0.5 N/m, spring
constants were obtained by measuring a loading curve while
pressing the cantilever against a second cantilever of well-
calibrated stiffness.37 The spring constants for cantilevers with
similar dimensions did not vary more than 10% from the mean
value for each cantilever.

The raw data of detector voltage versus sample piezo voltage
were converted to force-displacement curves following standard
methods.21 The extension and retraction of the sample piezo as
a function of voltage were independently measured using a
capacitance technique, accounting for piezo creep, hysteresis,
and nonlinearity.26 The detector sensitivity (S, in V/nm) was
equated to the slope of the detector voltage versus sample position
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Figure 1. Chemical structures of the lipids studied here. DSPE (a), MGDG (b), and DGDG (c) have fully saturated dialkyl tails,
while DOPE (d) has one degree of unsaturation in each tail.
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plot in the constant compliance region (between F/R ) 800 and
F/R ) 1500 mN/m). This particular regime was selected based
on a detailed analysis of force curves with step heights in contact-
mode images of mixed monolayers.38 For the stiff cantilevers
used here, S measured on bilayers was consistent with values
obtained on rigid samples such as silica. The cantilever deflection
(d) was calculated by multiplying the detector voltage by the
sensitivity (S). The tip-sample force (F) was calculated by
multiplying d by the cantilever spring constant (k), assuming
linear spring behavior with the cantilever in its unperturbed,
equilibrium position at the beginning of the approach cycle. The
force data are scaled by the tip radius of curvature (R) to allow
for comparison of multiple data sets.

The AFM does not make an absolute measurement of tip-
sample separation distance (D); it measures only relative changes
in the tip-sample displacement (x), which we define as the
distance between the base of the AFM tip and the base of the
substrate (Figure 2a). For reference, we set x ) 0 at the point
of highest loading (Figure 2b). With z defined as above, x is
calculated:

where d0 is the cantilever deflection at the point of highest loading.
Changes in D and deformation effects are both embodied in x.

Results

To study the changes in bilayer surface properties with
probe chemistry, bilayers of various lipids were deposited
onto mica by the LB technique. An LC monolayer of DSPE
was transferred onto freshly cleaved mica on the upstroke.
A second monolayer of DSPE, MGDG, DGDG, DOPE, or
a 1:1 mixture of MGDG and DOPE was transferred onto
the DSPE monolayer on the downstroke, yielding a
composite bilayer as shown schematically in Figure 2.
AFM topography images acquired using unmodified tips
show the DSPE, MGDG, and DGDG monolayers trans-
ferred onto DSPE monolayers to be very homogeneous,
except for a few nanometer scale pinhole defects.38

Force measurements between modified tips and LB
monolayers were made in Milli-Q water, pH 5.5 ( 0.5, at
25 ( 5 °C on 1 µm2 regions which had not been previously
contacted. Deflection versus sample position plots were
converted to force/radius versus displacement plots by
the method described in the experimental section. Figure
3 shows a typical approach-retract cycle probing a DSPE/
DSPE bilayer using an -OH probe. The force (F) axis is
plotted as F/R, where R is the radius of curvature of the
tip. Plotting the data in this manner has been shown to
remove tip curvature effects for comparison of force and
adhesion data using different tips or samples.13,38 The
distance axis (x) is the tip-sample displacement, calcu-
lated as described in the experimental section. For the
-OH probes, a steeply increasing repulsive force is
measured beginning at about x ) 5 nm. A jump-in is
observed at F/R ) 120 mN/m (all values are averaged for
N ) 256 force curves), followed by a steep repulsion. The
jump-in occurs as the probe abruptly penetrates the LB
bilayer, and we refer to the force at which it occurs as the
“breakthrough force”. On retract, the scaled adhesive pull-
off force (F/R)0 ) 300 mN/m. As reported previously,26,38

much weaker adhesions ((F/R)0 ) 1-2 mN/m) are observed
when the probe retraction is initiated before the break-
through.

The magnitude of the breakthrough force observed using
-OH probes is highly dependent on the choice of lipid
(Figure 4), and this is likely caused by differences in
headgroup chemistry and phase state. For example, the

(38) Schneider, J.; Dufrêne, Y. F.; Barger, W. R.; Lee, G. U. Biophys.
J 2000, 79, 1107-1118.

Figure 2. Geometry of the interaction between the alkanethiol-
SAM-modified AFM tip and LB bilayers on mica when out of
contact (a) and at the point of highest loading (b). The curved
shape of the AFM tip apex can be modeled as a sphere of radius
R. A monolayer of DSPE, MGDG, DOPE, or a mixture thereof
is deposited onto a monolayer of DSPE in the configuration
shown. The probe-sample displacement (x) is the distance
between the base of the AFM tip and the base of the sample
and is a function of the tip-sample separation distance (D) and
penetration of the probe into the sample. The probe-sample
displacement (x) is set to zero at the point of highest loading
(see experimental section).

x ) z - d - d0 (1)

Figure 3. Normalized force (F/R) vs probe-sample displace-
ment (x) curves for the indentation of DSPE/DSPE bilayers
using -OH-modified AFM probes. A small jump-in (break-
through) is observed on approach, and a strong adhesion on
retract.
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MGDG and DGDG lipids have much larger, more highly
hydrated headgroups than the DSPE. Unlike the other
three, the DOPE monolayer is LE, meaning its compress-
ibility moduli are smaller and the area per lipid is larger.
While the molecular-level basis of differences in break-
through force is somewhat speculative at this point, the
differences are statistically significant and repeatable.
Generally, lipid monolayers with a large area/molecule
and a low area compressibility modulus (DOPE) tend to
have lower breakthrough forces. For the more condensed
monolayers (DSPE, MGDG, and DGDG), the break-
through force tends to increase with the hydration state
of the headgroups. The larger headgroup of the DGDG
does not greatly impact the breakthrough force.

To glean additional information about the membrane
interfacial chemistry in fusion processes, we have made

similar measurements using hydrophobic (-CH3) probes.
In this case, we find very similar behavior across lipid
systems as shown in Figure 5. In all cases, the jump-in
occurs at x ∼ 5 nm, essentially just as the probe contacts
the bilayer, so the breakthrough force is essentially zero.
Pull-off forces are also 2-3 times larger when using the
-CH3 probes. The additional barriers provided by the
galactolipid headgroups and the LC phase states are all
broken down by the presence of the nonpolar -CH3 probe,
yielding force curves that are identical to the DOPE curves.

Histograms of the pull-off force and breakthrough force
data obtained from the 256 force curves collected over a
1 µm scan size are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
These plots demonstrate the repeatability of our results
and establish the significant increase in adhesion and
decrease in breakthrough force observed when probing
DSPE, MGDG, and DGDG bilayers on DSPE monolayers
using -CH3 probes as opposed to -OH probes. Note that
the -CH3 probing of DGDG monolayers on DSPE mono-
layers has several force curves with breakthrough forces
above zero, yet still far below the -OH breakthrough force.
This phenomenon was observed often with the DGDG
monolayers on DSPE monolayers and may be due to more
facile tip fouling in the case of DGDG. The higher
breakthrough force for the galactolipids compared to DSPE
using -OH probes is also demonstrated.

Theeffectsofprobechemistryof lipidbilayerpenetration
are clearly evident in contact-mode images. Our previous

Figure 4. Normalized force (F/R) vs probe-sample displace-
ment (x) curves for the indentation of various LB bilayers using
-OH-modified AFM probes (approach only). DSPE/DSPE,
MGDG/DSPE, DGDG/DSPE, and DOPE/DSPE bilayers are
represented. Lines are to guide the eye.

Figure 5. Normalized force (F/R) vs probe-sample displace-
ment (x) curves for the indentation of the LB bilayers of Figure
4 using -CH3-modified AFM probes (approach only). The
breakthough event occurs essentially on contact in all cases.
Lines are to guide the eye.

Figure 6. Histograms comparing the normalized pull-off force
measured using -OH- and -CH3-modified AFM probes after
loading the bilayers to about F/R ) 2000 mN/m (postbreak-
through) on approach. The pull-off force is significantly higher
when using -CH3 probes in all cases.
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work has outlined the mechanisms for the topography
contrast observed in contact-mode images of phase-
separated mixed monolayers of DSPE, MGDG, or DGDG
and DOPE.38 At loads below the breakthrough force of
DSPE, MGDG, or DGDG, there is a large topographical
contrast observed between these LC domains and the LE
DOPE owing to a selective breakthrough of the DOPE
domains only. Since the breakthrough forces were brought
to zero for DSPE, MGDG, and DGDG when using the
-CH3 probes, we expect to observe no such topography
contrast when imaging mixed monolayers of either of these
lipids and DOPE with the same probes, and indeed this
is the case.

Figure 8 shows contact-mode AFM images of a 1:1 mixed
monolayer of MGDG and DOPE deposited onto a DSPE
monolayer using -OH (a) and -CH3 (b) probes, both at
an imaging load of 20 mN/m. For -OH probes, the imaging
load is below the breakthrough force of MGDG and we
observe a large topography contrast between the MGDG
and DOPE domains. For -CH3 probes, the contrast is
complete as both domains are pierced at the same imaging
load. While clean samples show nothing but the pinhole
defects (data not shown), an interesting effect occurs when

imaging slightly contaminated samples. During imaging,
the probe becomes momentarily fouled by the trace
contaminant, rendering it more polar and raising the
breakthrough force. At this point, the MGDG domains
momentarily reappear. Once the probe is clean again, the
contrast is removed. Generally, these types of effects were
observable only at very high scan rates with some obvious
sample contamination, indicating that lipids that may be
extracted during force curve measurement or imaging do
not significantly modify the probe surface chemistry in
these measurements. Still, we did observe a few instances
of force curves obtained using -CH3 tips which had
features similar to those with -OH probes, which we
believe to be a result of tip fouling.

Discussion

The major result we present here is a dramatic change
in force curve data when the chemistry of the AFM probe
is changed from a hydrophilic probe (-OH) to a hydro-
phobic probe (-CH3). The general features of the forces
curves collected using -OH probes (Figure 4) have been

Figure 7. Histograms comparing the normalized brakthrough
force measured using -OH- and -CH3-modified AFM probes
after loading the bilayers to about F/R ) 2000 mN/m on
approach. The breakthrough force is reduced to near zero when
using -CH3 probes to indent DSPE (a), MGDG (b), and DGDG
(c) monolayers deposited onto DSPE monolayers. The break-
through force is near zero when indenting DOPE (d) monolayers
using either probe chemistry.

Figure 8. Contact-mode AFM images of a 1:1 mixed monolayer
of MGDG and DOPE deposited onto a DSPE monolayer acquired
using an -OH probe (a) and a -CH3 probe (b). In both cases,
the imaging load is F/R ) 20 mN/m, and the scan size 15 µm
× 15 µm. The scan rate is 3 Hz in (a) and 10 Hz in (b).
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described in previous reports.38,39 Briefly, electrostatic
forces can be neglected between these charge-neutral
surfaces as can forces arising from the suppression of
membrane fluctuational modes on approach owing to the
anchoring of the bilayers to mica and the bonding of
alkanethiol SAMs to gold. Ruling out these forces, we have
concluded that the steep repulsion observed on approach
represents a combination of mechanical and hydration
forces as the AFM probe indents the bilayer at high loads
(F/R ) 1-100 mN/m). The form of the approach force
curves is fitted well by combining the Hertz model for the
elastic deformation of a sphere on a flat surface with an
exponential expression for the hydration force. At the
breakthrough force, the previously elastic response of the
bilayer gives way to a plastic deformation of the bilayer,
allowing lipids to flow out from underneath the probe as
it abruptly penetrates deeper into the sample (Figure 2).
After penetration, a second elastic response is observed
until the probe rests at a final location within the bilayer.
At this point, the stiffness of the sample exceeds the
stiffness of the cantilever, and the cantilever can penetrate
no further into the bilayer. Using bilayer defects in mixed
monolayers of DSPE and DOPE as a reference, we have
determined that the probe remains approximately 1.5 nm
above the mica surface for the cantilevers used in these
studies, meaning that at very large applied loads, the
pinhole defects are still observable.

Force curves collected using -CH3 probes have the
repulsive steric/hydration barrier completely removed,
with only a long-range jump-to-contact observed at x )
5.0nm.When imaging theDSPE-DOPE mixedmonolayer
with a -CH3 probe at F/R ) 20 mN/m (Figure 8b), we find
that the bilayer defects are again about 1.5 nm below the
remainder of the image. The onset of the jump-in (-CH3
probes) and the onset of repulsive forces (-OH probes)
both occur at x ) 5 nm, or 6.5 nm above the bare mica.
Space-filling models indicate that DSPE bilayers, as well
as composite bilayers of MGDG on DSPE and DGDG on
DSPE, have thicknesses between 6.0 and 6.5 nm. We
conclude that with either probe chemistry, the probe
makes intimate contact with the bilayer surface at very
low loads and penetrates to the same final location within
the bilayer at high loads (not the bare mica surface).

Still, the major difference between the two probe
chemistries is the reduction of the breakthrough force to
near zero and the increased pull-off force for -CH3 probes.
Interestingly, despite whatever reorganization of the LB
layer may be occurring during the force curve measure-
ment, measured adhesion energies compare well with
those calculated by interfacial energy considerations alone.
Adhesion energies can be calculated from mechanical pull-
off forces using the Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR)
theory.40 JKR theory extends the Hertz theory41 to account
for the creation of additional contact area due to adhesive
forces. The pull-off force ((F/R)0) is related to the adhesion

energy (W) between the probe and sample:

Values of W calculated by eq 2 are listed in Table 1. Because
the JKR theory neglects surface forces outside the contact
zone, it is an approximate theory. Muller et al.42 estab-
lished a criterion for the applicability of JKR theory based
on the parameter µ:

where D0 is the surface separation at contact (about 0.1
nm). For the calculated adhesion energies (Table 1),
measurements of the radius of curvature (R), and esti-
mates of the composite elastic modulus (K), we calculate
µ in the range 50 < µ < 100 with JKR theory valid for µ
> 1.

Adhesion energies for the -CH3 probes (Table 1) are
near 100 mJ/m2 for the three bilayers. This value agrees
well with the theoretical predictions for saturated alkyl
chains in water (W ) 102 mJ/m2),43 implying that any
hydrophilic material is excluded from the contact zone
after penetration and the bilayer-probe interface can be
modeled as contacted layers of hydrocarbon material.
Furthermore, because the pull-off force is predicted by
thermodynamics, we conclude that mechanical dissipation
processes make no significant contribution to the strong
adhesion measured. Similar conclusions can be drawn for
the -OH probes. AFM adhesion measurements by Sinniah
et al.44 between an -OH SAM and a -CH3 SAM have
pull-off forces in the range of F0 ) 1.4 nN, also much
smaller than those measured between two -CH3 SAMs
(F0 ) 12.5 nN). In this case, resulting adhesion energies
also agreed well with those calculated from surface energy
considerations.

The differences in surface energy between the -OH
and -CH3 probes can also explain the low-load break-
through of the bilayers using -CH3 probes, and for this
we return to JKR theory. For this analysis, we assume
that the adhesion energies calculated from the penetrated
bilayer apply for the entire loading process. JKR theory
contends that adhesive forces supply sample loading that
augments the external loads. A simple force balance for
the force-sample interaction yields

where Fs is the force exerted by the sample onto the probe,
Fc is the load supplied by the deformed cantilever, and Fsf
is the adhesion-based force driving the probe deeper into
the sample to establish a larger contact area. The

(39) Dufrêne, Y. F.; Boland, T.; Schneider, J. W.; Barger, W. R.; Lee,
G. U. Faraday Discuss. 1998, 111, 79-94.

(40) Johnson, K. L.; Kendall, K.; Roberts, A. D. Proc. R. Soc. London,
Ser. A 1971, 324, 301-313.

(41) Hertz, H. J. Reine Angew. Math. 1881, 92, 156-171.

(42) Muller, V. M.; Yushchenko, V. S.; Derjaguin, B. V. J. Colloid
Interface Sci. 1980, 77, 91-101.

(43) vanOss, C. J. Colloids Surf., B 1995, 5, 91-110.
(44) Sinniah, S. K.; Steel, A. B.; Miller, C. J.; Reutt-Robey, J. E. J.

Am. Chem. Soc. 1996, 118, 8925-8931.

Table 1. Comparison of Pull-Off Force and Work of Adhesion Data for Different Probe Chemistriesa

(F/R)0, -OH
(mN/m)

(F/R)0, -CH3
(mN/m)

W, -OH
(mJ/m2)

W, -CH3
(mJ/m2)

∆W, -OH/-CH3
(mJ/m2)

∆(F/R)0, -OH/-CH3
(mN/m)

breakthrough force, -OH
(mN/m)

DSPE 300 540 64 113 49 154 120
MGDG 180 500 37 105 68 213 210
DGDG 100 420 21 88 67 210 210

a The additional attractive forces felt when using the -CH3 probes give rise to the higher sample loading (∆(F/R)s), leading to a reduction
in the force required to puncture the bilayer.

W ) 2
3π(FR)0

(2)

µ ) 64
3π[ W2R

4πK2D0
3]1/3

(3)

Fs ) Fc + Fsf (4)
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magnitude of Fsf is directly related to the shape of the
deformed probe and potential energy gain per unit area
created, which is the adhesion energy (W). Approximating
the deformed tip shape using Hertz theory, the contact
area (A) is

where δ is the displacement of the tip into the sample, or
(x0 - x) in terms of our force data. The potential energy
brought about by surface forces (Usf) is the product of W
and A. The corresponding force is the distance derivative
of the potential energy, and we have the following
expression for Fsf:

This is an approximate result, since the Hertz theory
(nonadhesive deformation) is used to construct the probe
shape. This is the “approximate theory” analysis provided
by Johnson et al. in their original presentation of the JKR
theory.40 Since the adhesive forces are much stronger in
the -CH3 case, the effective increase in sample load using
-CH3 probes rather than -OH probes is given by

where ∆W is the increase in W when switching out -OH
for -CH3 probes (Table 1). For DSPE/DSPE bilayers, the
increase in load is greater than the breakthrough force,
and the force required to cause the bilayers to plastically
yield can be achieved even with no load supplied by
cantilever deflection. For the MGDG and DGDG mono-
layers on DSPE, the increased load brought about by
surface forces is nearly the same as the breakthrough
force, allowing for the breakthrough of the bilayers at
zero or near zero cantilever deflection. The adhesion-based
loading picture appears to be consistent with our obser-
vations.

However, these calculations are built upon the as-
sumption that the bilayer/water interfacial energy (γ) is
similar to that for a thin layer of alkanes in water (γ )
51 mN/m),43 while we know the surface of an unperturbed
lipid bilayer is much more hydrophilic, with a value
somewhere near γ ) 20 mN/m.13 It is certainly reasonable
to expect that the bilayer interfacial energy would increase
on loading up to γ ) 51 mN/m as the lipid headgroups
separate and more of the bilayer interior is exposed. A
more accurate analysis would calculate this change in
bilayer interfacial energy with load, probe geometry, and
probe chemistry. Due to the molecularity of the confined
layer and complications regarding water-surface inter-
actions, a molecular-dynamics simulation would probably
be best suited.

We point out that noncontact hydrophobic interactions
may cause the bilayer interior to be exposed somewhat
before direct contact is made, and in this case the alkane-
layer picture could be quite reasonable. Franz and co-
workers45 have presented a model to describe statistical
variations in the lipid-bilayer breakthrough force using
an activation-volume approach, where the reaction in-
termediate is a vacancy in the lipid bilayer just below the
tip. Since the probability of forming this defect follows
Boltzmann statistics, the model predicts a velocity-

dependent breakthrough force that was observed by them
experimentally. An alternative explanation for our chem-
istry-dependent behavior is that -CH3 probes stabilize
this intermediate, reducing the breakthrough force. In
our case, breakthrough forces were zero using-CH3 probes
over a wide range of velocities, obviating a similar analysis.

Fusion processes have been directly observed between
two bilayers deposited onto mica in the SFA.6,7,14,16,46 Helm
et al.7 reported hemifusion of cetyltrimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) bilayers at forces near F/R ) 400 mN/m
when the bilayers were first depleted by incubating them
in solutions with low concentrations of free CTAB. A
significant long-ranged attraction was measured between
the depleted bilayers that was not evident for the full
bilayers. They ascribed the long-ranged attraction to
hydrophobic interactions between the lipid tails exposed
in the depleted bilayers and identified a relationship
between the long-ranged attraction and a propensity for
fusion. There was no perceivable difference between the
force curves prior to the fusion event, leading the authors
to conclude that repulsive steric/hydration forces are not
surpassed by high loading but bypassed by local deforma-
tions that join lipid tails from each surface. This hypothesis
could not be rigorously tested because of the poor lateral
resolution of the SFA and the complex surface chemistry
of the depleted bilayer. A relationship between hydro-
phobic interactions and fusion was also demonstrated
between lipid bilayers phase-separated by the addition of
calcium, with similar limitations.6

The breakthrough event that we observe is a fusion of
sorts, in that the lipid bilayer is parted to allow the
nanoscopic AFM probe to enter the bilayer, as a small
stalk of lipids from one bilayer surface might enter a second
bilayer. The -OH probe would be similar to the full bilayer,
and the -CH3 probe closer to the depleted bilayer. In both
of these studies, a link has been established between
hydrophobic surface exposure and ease of fusion. However,
our results lead us to a subtly different conclusion: that
the effect of the hydrophobic surface is to increase the
load on the bilayers while in contact, not to draw
hydrophobic material together by out-of-contact attraction
or otherwise bypass steric forces.

Of course, neither of these studies represents a com-
pletely faithful model of interactions between free bilayers
due to the presence of the supporting mica surface.
Certainly, hydrophobic surface is exposed in free bilayers
by the protrusion of lipids in the stretching of the bilayer
during undulations. This work focuses mainly on the
contribution of surface chemistry to the free energy of
fusion. We argue that the adhesion between exposed lipid
tails on opposed bilayers adds a supplemental force that
drives their eventual interdigitation.

Conclusions

We have presented AFM force-displacement data for
the indentation of a series of lipid bilayers with chemically
modified AFM probes. Force curves using hydrophilic
probes show an elastic indentation followed by a punctur-
ing of the bilayer at a repeatable, material-dependent
breakthrough force. Using hydrophobic probes, these same
bilayers are punctured on contact as confirmed by
comparison of force curves and imaging of phase-separated
bilayers which show a large topographic contrast at low
load using -OH probes but none using -CH3 probes.

After breakthrough, the -CH3 probes adhere more
strongly to the bilayers than do the -OH probes. Using

(45) Franz, V.; Loi, S.; Müller, H.; Bamberg, E.; Butt, H.-J. Colloids
Surf., B 2002, 23, 191-200. (46) Marra, J.; Israelachvili, J. Biochemistry 1985, 24, 4608-4618.

A ) πRδ (5)

Fsf ) |dUsf
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d(πRWδ)
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R
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results from the JKR theory, we find that the adhesion
can be accounted for in both cases by surface energy
considerations, not mechanical effects. The works of
adhesionmeasured for the -CH3 probescompare favorably
to independently obtained values for the adhesion of lipid
tails in water. Using these adhesion data, a force balance
made on the probe-sample interface shows that the load
felt by the sample is increased substantially using -CH3
probes rather than -OH probes, reducing the cantilever
load required to puncture the bilayer to near zero. These
results point to a new mechanism for the fusion of lipid
bilayers: an increase in the load felt by contacted

hydrophobic regions on either bilayer, forcing them to
interdigitate.
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